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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The two months covered by this report again encompass lockdown with 
external activities limited to virtual meetings and internal activities to 
Governance, Recruiting and visits to non clinical areas at St Peter’s.  

As we have moved through the pandemic, which remains a Level 4 
incident, the work rate of colleagues across the Trust has been 
exceptionally high and the level of Teamwork very impressive. It is clear 
that although it was very difficult to turn services off and have a single 
Covid focus, it is actually much more complex to re-instate services 
whilst respecting social distancing, PPE requirements and deep cleaning 
needs in for example theatres. In this context the progress made has 
been good but there is still a long way to go to get up to pre-Covid levels 
and begin to tackle the backlog.  

Highlights during this period have included: the visit to Ashford by local 
councillors to express their thanks for 72 years of the NHS; the progress 



on estates with the opening of the new AMU, progress on the new car 
park and the exciting ideas for the front of the hospital being put forward 
as part of the architects selection; the launch of the Surrey Safe Care 
project with Royal Surrey and finally the excellent progress being made 
with joint working within the NW Surrey ICP. 
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External events and visits to the Trust 

External Events/Visits 

Visit of the Surrey County Council/Spelthorne Councillors to Ashford Hospital  

To celebrate the 72nd birthday of the NHS, Surrey County Council Councillor Robert 
Evans and Spelthorne Councillors John and Sue Doran visited Ashford Hospital to 
express their thanks. Due to the strict infection control measures in force, the briefing 
took place in the car park and social distancing and mask wearing were observed by all. 
James Thomas the COO, Charlotte Broughton, Matron for Ophthalmology, ENT and Max 
Fax and Matthew Tambling Project Manager brought to life the recent control measures 
instituted for Ashford and the exciting new investments being made on the site in terms 
of Theatres. My thanks to James, Charlotte and Matthew for giving so generously of their 
time in support of the visit. 

The photograph below captures well the unusual circumstances of the visit, however it is 
vital to maintain contact with both our communities and their elected representatives. 



Surrey Heartlands Chairs Calls 

One of the ways I have been keeping up to date is by attending the fortnightly virtual 
Surrey Heartlands Chairs Forum held on Microsoft Teams. It is a helpful call and brings 
everyone up to speed on the wider picture across the ICS and also provides an 
opportunity for Chairs to comment on items going to the System Board.  

Surrey Heartlands System Board 

Tim Oliver, Leader of Surrey County Council and Chair of the Surrey Heartlands System 
Board has recently issued an open invitation to Chairs to attend the monthly System 
Board as observers. In that capacity, I have attended the last two System Boards. The 
last one included a presentation by Jack Wagstaff on the work of the NW Surrey ICP. It 
was clear from the presentation that the level of joint working within the ICP was 
excellent.  

Surrey Heartlands Chairs of Committees   

Surrey Heartlands has established a Teams meeting between the Chairs of the various 
system level committees and I attend in my hat as Chair of the Transformation Board 
which is now rolled into the Recovery Board at my request. The call provides an 
excellent forum for coordinating work across the committees and maintaining a system 
wide perspective.   

SHAPE 2030 Partnership Board 

I have now been invited to attend as the Surrey Heartlands non-executive on the SHAPE 
2030 partnership board. This Board is looking for opportunities for efficiency and 
effectiveness savings by addressing the Surrey wide public sector estate portfolio. The 
opportunity is not simply about financial savings, although undoubtedly they could be 
significant, but also the opportunity to release estate for development in order to fund 
more modern, flexible buildings for public sector and community use. This fits in well with 
our strategy of community engagement and Lord Andrew Mawson has joined me as an 
observer on this Board. 

Surrey Heartlands Recovery Board 

As the work of the Transformation Board has been subsumed by the Recovery Board, I 
attend these meetings as an observer and also to provide the estates perspective (see 
above). The Board has made a good job of defining workstreams, getting CEO leads, 
Delivery Directors and Finance leads nominated and getting work underway. There is 
now an ambition to add a NED to each workstream and a request was made at the 
recent NED Forum for volunteers. 

Surrey Heartlands NED Forum 

The NED Forum was held by MS Teams on 16th July and was extremely well attended, 
in fact much better attended than the pre-Covid face to face meetings. The meeting 



focused on restoration and recovery and included a brief update from me on the 
opportunity at Weybridge and a presentation on the benefits of using the Riverbourne 
Health Club for outpatients’ physiotherapy. 

SE Region NHSE/I Chairs Broadcast 

On 10th June I attended the SE Region’s Chairs Broadcast. This was aimed at informing 
Chairs of the latest information from National and Regional level including plans for the 
Think 111 rollout. It was an informative session led by the Regional Director Anne Eden. 

Surrey Heartlands EDI Conference 

Surrey Heartlands hosted an excellent conference on equality, diversity and inclusion on 
16th July. This initial conference focused on the issue of racism and it was very 
informative and, via break out rooms, interactive, providing good food for thought and 
calls to action. It was also attended by a number of other Board members.  

NHS Providers Digital Board Events 

NHS Providers are providing a series of events aimed at educating Boards on the digital 
agenda. The initial event was on learning from other sectors and was also attended by 
Chris Ketley. This initial event was disappointing and seemed to be aimed at Boards with 
little or no digital experience. However, a smaller follow up event aimed at learning from 
each other in the NHS was more successful and was well facilitated.  

Deloitte Webinar – Virtual Healthcare Innovation 

During this webinar there was an opportunity to hear about technology solutions to 
address the elective backlog. Details and the presentations have been circulated to 
Board members.  

Highlights of internal activities and events 

Governors and Board Events

Informal meeting between Governors and the Chairman and Chief Executive 

The regular meeting between the Governors, the Chairman and the Chief 

Executive took place on 1st June. As usual this was a helpful meeting that 

updated Governors and provided them with the opportunity to ask questions.  

Governor/NED Meeting 

The regular Governor/NED meeting resumed on 1st July with NEDs having the 

opportunity to describe their roles, particularly as committee chairs and how the 

roles have been exercised during the Covid pandemic. This allowed the 

Governors to be more informed in carrying out their role of holding the NEDs to 



account. Feedback from the Governors during and after the meeting was very 

positive. 

Board Events 

Board events since May have included a closed meeting on 18th June to sign off 

the Annual Report and Accounts which have subsequently been submitted.  

The Board also held a virtual Strategy Response Day on 25th June. During this 

meeting, we heard national, regional, ICS and ICP perspectives on likely changes 

that could impact the Trust so that we could consider whether the Trust strategy 

needed amendment. This process is ongoing following the meeting.   

Prayer Service 

On 5th June, I and a number of Executive Team members attended a prayer service 

that had been organised for Manuel, one of our housekeepers, who very sadly 

passed away from Covid in St Peter’s. In order to ensure social distancing, two 

separate services were held so all his colleagues had the opportunity to pay their 

respects. It was a very simple but meaningful occasion and very well attended by the 

Housekeeping Team.  

Launch of the Surrey Safe Care Project 

The Surrey Safe Care project (formerly known as the EPR project) was launched on 

9th June and it is great to see the progress being made in terms of the number of 

current state reviews done and the building of the delivery team. 

An Induction event via MS Teams for the new joiners to the project was held on 15th

July. Louise Mckenzie stood in for the Chief Executive and I did my normal 

Chairman’s piece on the role of the Board and the Council of Governors and the 

culture of the Trust. There was also a Q&A session. Feedback from the attendees 

was very positive and we will now bring back this slot, albeit virtually, for the regular 

monthly general Induction events.  

Estates Progress 

There has been a great deal of progress on the estates front over this period 
including the opening of the new AMU, progress on the new car park, the exciting 
ideas for the front of the hospital being put forward as part of the architects selection 
and the refurbishment of the theatre air conditioning in Ashford.  



Walkabouts 

Walkabouts remain severely curtailed due to the COVID 19 situation. However I have 
continued to do a limited number of informal walkarounds in non-clinical areas in 
Ashford and St Peter’s including recent visits to Reception, HR, R&D and the Estates 
Team. 

Consultant Panel Interviews 

Recruitment for Consultants has continued via MS Teams with panels for Obstetrics 
and Gynaecology and Cardiology.  These panels have continued to be successful 
and the upcoming NED interviews are also planned to be done virtually and will 
include a virtual open evening planned for 27th July.   

Organ Donation Committee 

The Organ donation committee on 29th June received the results of a record year in 
terms of the number of organ donations. It was decided that this would make a good 
patient/staff story for a future board and this is being organised. 

Schwartz Round 

A Schwartz Round on “Working from Home” was held on 22nd July. This worked very 
successfully as a virtual meeting with the difficulties and emotions around working 
from home being very clearly explained and expressed.  


